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If you missed us last week we remined our club of the
importance of support needed for the continual relief
in the Bahamas. If you want to learn more or donate please
visit: https://rotarydistrict6970.org/. While you are on the
district page make sure to check out our very own
Rosemary Takacs and Sherry Mahoney in the International
Service section. International Service exemplifies our global
reach in promoting peace and understanding. We support this
service avenue by sponsoring or volunteering on international
projects, seeking partners abroad, and more. You ladies rock
and we are grateful for all you do for TBRCITW! We also celebrated one of our very favorite staff
members at Marsh Landing CC. Jamal was recognized by Judy Delmar who is a member of the
Daughters of the American Revolution. Her and her fellow DAR’s couldn't
stop gushing over how wonderful he was and how attentive he always is and
we couldn't agree with you more. Jamal is here with Robert Delmar and
President Vickie Cavey sharing a
laugh. Thank you for everything
you do to make our mornings the
best! Speaking of another great
morning-mark your calendar for our next A1A clean-up
coming up on October 12th. This is great for everyone
especially our newest red badgers. See you there!

September 26th Program:
As Deputy Director of Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens since 2010,
Dan’s responsible for all aspects of daily animal care including
conservation, animal health and animal wellness. His 36-year career
has given him the opportunity to work for some of the world’s top
zoological institutions, including the Wildlife Conservation Society’s
Bronx and Queens Zoos, the Philadelphia Zoological Garden,
Australia’s Royal Melbourne Zoo and the Audubon Zoo in New
Orleans. As Audubon Zoo’s General Curator, he led the Hurricane
Response Team. Dan and 13 others remained at the zoo throughout
Katrina and her aftermath, living on premises for nearly two months. Unlike most of the city’s
population, the zoo crew were never forcibly evacuated from New Orleans. They stayed behind
because the animals could not leave. Staff was well prepared, but many challenges were
impossible to predict. Dan credits Audubon’s survival to the remarkable dedication of the team,
solid planning and good fortune. His wife Laura currently heads her own conservation and welfare
consulting company, ADISA (Uh-DEE-suh). Fourteen years ago, Laura was CEO for the Louisiana
SPCA. Laura oversaw the evacuation of the SPCA animals prior to landfall and then managed the
massive rescue and recovery of the region’s companion creatures. Dan’s first-person experiences
and eyewitness accounts provide a unique and engaging perspective of Katrina’s tragedies and
triumphs.
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Dr. Robert A. Pooley, a radiologist with Mayo spoke to us last week
about 3D anatomical modeling. 3D printing, an exciting, relatively
new addition to the imaging armamentarium, is the process of
creating a physical model based on a digital file using a 3D printer
— a machine that lays down multiple layers of material guided by
the model file. Medical 3D printing allows volumetric imaging data
sets (most commonly CT, MRI or ultrasound images) to be
converted into physical 3D replicas of anatomy. While this
technology has been available since the early 1980s and has been
used for planning dental and craniofacial surgery for over 25 years,
3D printing for cardiovascular applications has seen a significant growth only over the last
several years. This technology not only shows promise as a cardiovascular diagnostic tool, but
also has implications in therapies as 3D bioprinting may be useful for the creation of living
3D-printed implants. Mayo Clinic has found that 3D-printed models are also effective tools for
communication within health care teams and with patients. Within the practice, specific 3D
models used to explain disease processes and planned procedures enhance patient
understanding and facilitate shared decision-making and informed consent, which ultimately
improves patient satisfaction. At Mayo Clinic the foundational approach to complex medical
problems has been a multidisciplinary collaborative
approach, and this is certainly embraced in the
setting of the adult congenital heart disease
practice. In the current era, multimodality imaging
techniques are being used more frequently as
their utility is better appreciated.

Rotary Croquet Day at PV Croquet Club is around
the corner on October 19th! Keep your summer &
winter “WHITES” handy, and note that
Connie Green will answer all your questions at
Sept. 19th, 26th, and subsequent meetings.
Rote Notes:
Rotary Youth Exchange
If you and your family or friends are
doing something fun and adventurous
don’t forget to invite our Rotary Youth
Exchange students Yoren (Belgium) and
Gabi (Brazil) along for the fun!
They both want to go to Universal, go
boating and enjoy live music and are
open to new adventures.
Contact Yoren at 904-584-0169 or
Gabi at 904-439-0002.

September/October Speakers & Events
September 26th: Dan Maloney, Jacksonville Zoo
September 26th: Rubbing Elbows at Alice and Pete’s
October 3rd: Rachel Rojas, FBI Agent
October 12th: Ecology Day (A1A Clean-Up)
October 19th: Rotary Croquet Day at PV Croquet Club 3pm
October 22nd: Happy Hour to #EndPolio at Whiskey Jax 5:30p
October 24th: World Polio Day
*Board meetings are from 7:30-8:30am every third Tuesday
of each month. The new address is 1000 Vicar’s
Landing Way. (2nd Floor)

